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Abstract: Since last decade, the cluster tool has been mainstream in modern semiconductor manufac-
turing factories. In general, the cluster tool occupies 60% to 70% of production machines for advanced
technology factories. The most characteristic feature of this kind of equipment is to integrate the
relevant processes into one single machine to reduce wafer transportation time and prevent wafer
contaminations as well. Nevertheless, cluster tools also increase the difficulty of production planning
significantly, particularly for shop floor control due to complicated machine configurations. The
main objective of this study is to propose a short-term scheduling model. The noteworthy goal of
scheduling is to maximize the throughput within time constraints. There are two modules included
in this scheduling model—arrival time estimation and short-term scheduling. The concept of the
dynamic cycle time of the product’s step is applied to estimate the arrival time of the work in process
(WIP) in front of machine. Furthermore, in order to avoid violating the time constraint of the WIP,
an algorithm to calculate the latest time of the WIP to process on the machine is developed. Based
on the latest process time of the WIP and the combination efficiency table, the production schedule
of the cluster tools can be re-arranged to fulfill the production goal. The scheduling process will be
renewed every three hours to make sure of the effectiveness and good performance of the schedule.

Keywords: wafer fabrication; cluster tool; short term scheduling; dynamic cycle time

1. Introduction

It is well known that semiconductor manufacturing is a cost intensive industry, partic-
ularly for modern 300 mm wafer manufacturing factories. Thus, productivity improvement
is very important for factories. Cluster tools consist of several single-wafer processing
chambers, for diverse semiconductor fabrication processes, shorter cycle time, faster pro-
cess development, and better yield for less contamination [1]. Based on experiences over
the past decade, this kind of equipment has been widely used for wafer fabrication pro-
cesses and occupy over 60% capacity of modern wafer fabrication factories. Due to the
complicated configuration of equipment, cluster tools also increase the difficulty of produc-
tion planning and shop floor control significantly. Moreover, for some small and middle
scale semiconductor factories, managers will consider combining un-relevant processes
into one machine due to machine numbers and cost constraints. Thus, it will turn the
difficulty of production planning and shop floor control into an arduous challenge.

In the small and middle scale semiconductor factories, without proper planning
and control, the cluster tool will become the bottleneck machine and affect the overall
output. However, because of the complicated configurations of the cluster tools, any slight
relaxation will cause the loss of production capacity and fail to reach the expected output.
This is particularly true for parallel machines, as processing one lot in multiple reaction
chambers can shorten the product cycle time, but it will lose productivity simultaneously
because processing one lot in only one reaction room results in the shortage of load port.
In addition to the load port issue, there are certain layers on the dry etcher that need to be
etched in two stages, with time constraints in between. Therefore, the question of how to
make proper arrangements to obtain the maximum efficiency of the cluster tool is also a
rather difficult problem for the shop floor control of the wafer fabrication factory.
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As mentioned, the cluster tools consist of load ports for loading and unloading FOUPs,
vacuum chambers (load locks), ATM and VTM robots to transfer wafer between load locks,
process chambers and single-wafer process chambers (PM chamber) in a cluster tool as
Figure 1, which operates as a small factory. Consequently, it reflects a general belief that
the planning data such as capacity and cycle time are hard to estimate. Additionally, many
special situations and difficulties also exist, such as multiple manufacturing processes,
sharing components, unavailability of wafer temporary storage area between internal steps,
moving on as soon as possible when the process is finished in the PM chamber and the
association with different recipe combinations [2,3]. Moreover, regarding the productivity
of the factory, many studies were focused on the scheduling of the cluster tool’s internal
process to improve the equipment productivity, which induced the scheduling algorithm
to be imbedded into the equipment and hard to change. Based on the viewpoint of shop
floor control, the major factor that affects the equipment productivity is the production
combinations of the cluster. For this reason, the properly scheduling of the production
sequence of the cluster tools is very essential and critical.

1 
 

 

Figure 1. Cluster tool.

The attention of this study on these problems is aimed at proposing a short-term
scheduling model of the cluster tool within the established goals and constraints. Because
it is a short-term scheduling model, the quality and speed of scheduling are the two most
important factors. In order to maximize the output, this research is not only considering
the current WIP in front of the machine, but also calculates and adds the WIP that will
reach the machine in the upcoming three hours. In addition, the WIP with the time
constraint is calculated and marked at the latest time that must be processed on the
machine, and then the efficiency table of the machine processing combination developed
in the previous studies [4,5] is used to arrange each machine within the next three hours
processing schedule to guarantee that the resulting schedule is the best schedule in the
current situation. Under this procedure, the best short-term schedule of the cluster tool can
be arranged accordingly.

2. Literature Review

The short-term scheduling of the cluster tool focuses on the processing sequence of the
WIP based on the operation correlation of the upstream and downstream machines and the
status of the WIP in front of the machines. There is no doubt that the quality of production
scheduling is always closely related to the performance of the factory and there were a
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lot of studies in this field in the past [6–9]. As stated above, the definition of scheduling
is the start and end times at each job that will be accomplished on the machine under a
given scheduling objective [10]. Nonetheless, most of the so-called “scheduling” in the
wafer fabrication field literature is only in the stage of “dispatching”, rather than the actual
scheduling. Due to the complexity of the wafer fabrication process and the uncertainties
in the factory, the dispatching is mostly adopted as the method of site scheduling even
in practice. Fortunately, due to the evolvement of IT technique in recent years, the real
scheduling is applied in some equipment of semiconductor fabrication.

Almost all the current Manufacturing Execution System (MES) are Real Time Dis-
patching (RTD), which dispatching the work pieces or the next step of the machine in
semiconductor fabrication factory. There are some new architectures and logic theories
applied in MES. Toba et al. [11] took the minimization of the sum of the handling time and
the estimated processing time as the principle of the workpiece assignment, and its effect
reduced the waiting time of the workpiece at each processing stage. Lee and Hsiao [12]
proposed that taking the buffering cycle time as the basis for the operation of the immediate
dispatching system, the buffering unit could balance the quantity of rework and shorten the
production cycle time. Chang et al. [13] focused on two-phase and twin-fab environment to
improve their RTD system. Based on the concepts of balancing the factory of the machine
load degree and avoiding the happening of inter-regional transportation to reduce the
frequency has no effect of handling of waiting time and product performance improvement.
All these explanatory studies revealed the considerations of all related parameters of the
machine load were only focused on the situation of preventing scheduling and schedul-
ing of experimental group. Lee et al. [14] used two modules, the offline multi-objective
scheduling system and on-line real time dispatch system to improve the performance of
semiconductor manufacturing system. Obviously, because of the complicated flow path
required, it is worth worrying whether the tandem degree of effect between two modules
decreases with the increase of interval time. According to the above literatures, most of
RTD (Real Time Dispatching) systems were only judged by the current system state at the
time of execution. Apparently, there are still few mechanisms that include the mechanism
of pre-considering the status of the subsequent period, and the improvement of production
performance is still limited.

As the result of the high degree of automation in advanced fabs, the APC (Ad-
vanced Process Control) system has become an indispensable part of plant operations.
In the past, the simple dispatching principle was sometimes ignored which leads the
scheduling became the focus of rethinking in the wafer fab again, and the RTR (Run
to Run) Control section of APC was added with short-term scheduling method. There
have been many studies on the application of scheduling methods in wafer manufactur-
ing, which can be roughly divided into batch machine scheduling, such as furnace tube
machine [15–20]. Machine scheduling with auxiliary units, such as Scanner [21,22], or
region-specific scheduling [23–26]. In these past studies, most of the theoretical methods
used are MIP (Mixed Integer Programing), GA (Genetic Algorithm), dynamic Programing
(Dynamic Programing) plus GA or Branch-bound Algorithm, and so on. Besides, numbers
of studies have developed heuristic solutions. Nevertheless, no matter which method
is adopted, it can be found that many restrictions and assumptions exist or some real
phenomena exist in the field are disregarded. It appears to some differences and troubles
will be generated in practical application. Instead, some heuristic solutions take the actual
operating conditions and limitations into account, allowing the practical community to
adopt them even without best solution. However, it is doubtful whether the result is really
close to the best solution. Contrary to the impression, it is also important to consider that
this heuristic has the same effect when the field conditions are different.

3. Short-Term Scheduling Model

Scheduling belongs to short-range planning, which focuses on the quality and speed
of scheduling, it needs to arrange a processing sequence that is closer to the target under
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various constraints in a shorter time. In recent years, the cluster tool, such as dry etcher,
CVD, became the bottleneck repeatedly in the small or medium-sized fabs. Generally, there
are some processing limitations in the cluster tools and its internal process is complicated.
The production capacity of the cluster tool, hence, is easily affected by the processing
combination. If the field operator and even the manager cannot make a good decision
to arrange the production sequence from the existing or upcoming WIP, the output of
the plant will be affected deeply. This is the reason why a cluster tool needs an effective
short-term scheduling method. A module to estimate the arrival time of WIP should be
developed to take the coming WIP into account. Accordingly, there are two modules,
arrival time estimation and shop floor scheduling, included in the short-term scheduling
model.

3.1. Arrival Time Estimation

Generally, the product’s turn ratio (TR) is applied to the look-ahead function of the
arrival time of the WIP. Nonetheless, the conditions in the factory are changing quickly and
the cycle time of product’s step is varied, TR value of the product will be changed with the
environment and different in every stage of product. Thus, the concept of dynamic cycle
time of product step instead of TR is applied to estimate the arrival time of lot in front of
cluster tool to increase the accuracy of scheduling result. Because the data is applied for the
short-term scheduling only, to consider the upcoming WIP within 3 h will be satisfactory.
Afterwards, the cycle time data needed to estimate the arrival time of lot will be about
four steps prior to cluster tool. The cycle time of product steps include queue time and
processing time eventually. The processing time is constant for each product step, but the
queue time is varied by shop floor status. It exposes the importance of dynamic queue
time for the accurate scheduling results. The following is the calculation and monitoring
procedure of product step’s queue time.

3.1.1. Step 1. Decide the Time Span (TS) of the Data Required to Calculate the Queue Time
of Equipment

Generally, the long-range and steady-state historical data is used to calculate the
product’s cycle time data for long-term planning. Nevertheless, if there is a significant
difference between the future product portfolio and the past’s or the shop floor status
fiercely changed, it is recommended to build a simulation system or use other mathematical
models to calculate the queue time of each machine. As for short-term planning, the entire
production system should not be far away from the situation compares to the past few
days, so it is feasible to use the recently historical data to calculate the queue time data. As
the situation of shop floor is not static, the queue time of WIP will also be changed since
the condition of the machine, distribution of WIP, and combination of product released
are changing every single day. For short-term planning or scheduling, the accuracy of
any data will seriously affect results, and cycle time is of course no exception. Therefore,
in the short-term planning, the time range of the information required for the cycle time
of product should not be too long, otherwise the on-site situation will be covered by the
long-term trend. On the other hand, if the time span is too short, just as short as half hour,
the data will also generate some bias. Therefore, it is usually recommended to calculate the
queue time data based on 3–7 days.

3.1.2. Step 2. Calculate Queue Time of Equipment

The time of a job is made to wait before processing is called queue time [27]. As
mentioned in step 1, the queue time data within 3–7 days will be taken to calculate their
average and standard deviation. The equations are as follows:
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QTi(TS) =
∑TS

d=1 ∑
nd
ld=1 QTidld

∑TS
d=1 nd

StdQTi(TS) =

√
∑TS

d=1

(
QTidld

−QTi(TS)
)2

∑TS
d=1 nd

where,
QTi(TS): average queue time of workstation i within time span TS,
QTidld : queue time of lot l in workstation i at day d,
StdQTi(TS): standard deviation of queue time in workstation i within time span TS,
TS: the time span of queue time calculation (day).

3.1.3. Step 3. Monitor and Amend the Queue Time of Equipment

Generally, the short-term planning requires more accurate data to insure the validity
of result. Although the queue time data is already a lagging indicator, it is still hoped
that it will not be too far from the current and future factory conditions. Accordingly, the
effectiveness of the queue time data will be monitored with the concept of a control chart.
The module will set the queue time of the machine to be calculated every three hours to
simplify the calculation.

As for the control chart, the average queue time in the time span TS is the center line,
and the average queue time plus or minus n times of standard deviations is regarded as
the upper and lower limits of the control chart. The value of n is determined by the user.
In general, 3 standard deviations are used. However, if the user wants more strict control,
2 standard deviations can be used as the limit as well. When the control chart is built,
the average queue time calculated every three hours can be put into the control chart to
trace whether the on-site conditions are still within a tolerable range of difference. Once
the average queue time within 3 h exceeds the limit range, it should go back to step 2 to
recalculate the average queue time within time span TS for scheduling.

With the usable cycle time data, the WIP arrival time estimation can be estimated
according to the following formula before scheduling, associates with exact date and time.
The formula is as follows:

Twi = TNow +
Si
∑

k=Swn

QTwsk + PTwsk

w ∈ Sw

Sw = set o f WIP

where,
Si will within the next 4 steps o f this WIP,
where,
Twi: the time of WIP w will arrive to workstation i,
TNow: current time,
QTwsk i: average queue time of workstation i where WIP w at the step sk,
PTwsk : processing time of WIP w at the step sk,
Si: the step processed on workstation i,
Swn: current step of WIP w,
Sw: a set of WIP where Si will within the next 4 steps of this WIP.

In addition, some WIPs will have the time constraint concern, including single time
constraint (single TC) and time constraint loop (TC loop). The single TC means that the
time constraint starts at the lot arriving the cluster tool and ends at the lot processed. TC
loop stands for the time constraint covers a process segment. Due to the time constraint
being covered between a process segment, the quota of time constraint can be allocated to
use in the cluster tool portion which should be calculated in advance. Generally, the time
constraint quota of each workstation in the loop is allocated by the ratio of its standard
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cycle time. A lot may be with single TC and TC loop simultaneously, these two kinds of
TC will be combined and taken the small one as the only TC of this lot to increase the
scheduling efficiency. The formulas of TC calculation are as follows:

RTCwi = Min(RSTCwi, RTCLwi)

RSTCwi =
STCwi −QTwi lot with single TC

99999 lot without single TC

RTCLwi =
TCLwi −QTwi lot with TC loop

99999 lot without single TC

TCLwi = RTCLw × CTwi
∑le

j=i CTwj

where,
RTCwi: remaining queue time limit of WIP w at workstation i,
RSTCwi: remaining queue time limit of WIP w which belongs to single TC at workstation i,
RTCLwi: remaining queue time limit of WIP w which belongs to TC loop at workstation i,
STCwi: single TC of WIP w at workstation i,
TCLwi: TC loop of WIP w at workstation i,
QTwi: current queue time of WIP w at workstation i,
RTCLw: remaining queue time limit of WIP w which belongs to TC loop,
CTwi: standard cycle time of WIP w at workstation i,
le: the end workstation of TC loop.

Based on the algorithm, the flowchart of WIP arrival time estimation is showed as
Figure 2.
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3.2. Short-Term Scheduling

Scheduling is a complex and tedious task. Although each machine in the field belongs
to the same workstation, it has its own restrictions and configurations. In addition, each
lot also has its own characteristics, such as: recipe to be processed, remaining queue
time limit, delivery date, etc. In such a many-to-many combination, it is very difficult to
arrange a better schedule under the target consequently. Short-term scheduling needs to be
completed in a very short time. Many systems use rule base to filter out some unqualified
combinations, and then exhaustively find the best schedule from a relatively small amount
of data to complete it in a short period. Nonetheless, it is often found that sometimes the
best solution is filtered out when the rule base is designed improperly in practice, so the
best solution after exhaustion of the remaining combinations is not the real best solution.
In order to avoid such a situation, the rule base plus exhaustive method is eliminated in
this scheduling model. Basically, the main goal in this scheduling model is to maximize
the output without exceeding the time constraint. It leads to the latest time that WIP
must be processed on the machine should be first calculated and indicated, and then the
efficiency table of the machine processing combination [4] (it is called as combination
efficiency table) is applied to arrange the future 3-h schedule for each machine. It is well
known that the status of the shop floor is varied quickly, to re-schedule every half hour to
respond to the on-site conditions is necessary. Because this model arranges the processing
of WIP according to the efficiency table of machine, it must be able to ensure that the
resulting schedule is the best schedule under the current situation, and it does not need to
be exhaustive. The following is a detailed description of the scheduling procedure.

3.2.1. Step 1. Set the Latest Time Which WIP Should Be Processed

In the previous stage, the remaining time constraint of lot has been calculated. Regard-
less of whether the lot has a time constraint or not, a remaining time constraint is given. If
the lot without time constraint, its remaining time constraint is set to one larger value, for
example: 99,999. The latest time which lot should be processed is calculated as follows:

LSTwi = Twi + RTCwi

where,
LSTwi: latest time which WIP w should be processed in workstation i.

Each lot has its own time limit for processing. Here, all WIPs will be divided into four
zones based on its time limit. Lots with the machining time limit less than one hour belong
zone one, which between one and two hours belong zone two, and so on for zone three.
All lots with more than three hours belong to zone four. The lot in each zone is sorted
according to its machining time limit from small to large, the rule as above to form a WIP
urgency table.

3.2.2. Step 2. Estimate the Complete Time of Processing Lots

When the scheduling is executed, each machine of this workstation may be processing
some lots. The time when the works on hand will be completed should be estimated in
advance. The estimation method is as follows:

FTli = PTli + STliPTli = TPTli × Eli

where,
FTli: completed time of the lot l at machine i,
PTli: processing time of the lot l at machine i,
STli: start time of the lot l to be processed at machine i. If current time is set as 0, STli will
be negative value,
TPTli: theoretical processing time of the lot l at machine i,
Eli: efficiency of the lot l in machine i under current processing combination.
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3.2.3. Step 3. Arrange the Next 3 h of Production Activities for Each Machine in This
Workstation

The available machines can be sorted out in the order of time when all completion
times of processing lots are estimated in Step 2. Because the cluster tool is a single-wafer
multi-chamber machine, there should be more than one lot processing on the machine at
the same time. Therefore, the same machine may appear several times in the completion
time sequence. When scheduling, three sets of data will be referred to at the same time:
machine completion schedule, WIP urgency table, and the combination efficiency table.
Since the major target of scheduling is to keep all lots within the time constraint, the lots
in the zone one of the WIP urgency table first will be arranged accordingly. Under lots’
time constraint and refer to the combination efficiency table to find out the lot which is
the best efficiency combination with the processing lots of the scheduled cluster tool. The
start time and completion time of lot processing are arranged, and the completion time
of the machine is added to the machine completion schedule. The detailed scheduling
procedures are as follows.

Step 3.1. Read Data

The data required for scheduling includes: machine processing status, machine com-
pletion schedule, WIP urgency table, and combination efficiency table.

Step 3.2. Capacity check and allocate for each zone

Generally, the lots in zone one, zone two and zone three are with time constraint
and should be started to process by the identical time. On these grounds, it has to make
sure there are enough capacity to process these lots. In this step, the machine completion
schedule should be matched to the lot quantity in each zone of WIP urgency table. If
the numbers of machine within the first one hour is more than lot quantity, it means the
machine capacity is surplus, otherwise, the capacity is insufficient and some lots will
be over time constraint. This is obvious that if there is surplus capacity for zone one or
zone two, it can support the WIPs in its previous zone to avoid over time constraint of lot.
Otherwise, the capacity should be checked and lots need to be re-allocated. The reallocation
procedures are as follows.

Step 3.2.1. Reallocate lots of zone one.
If the capacity for zone one is insufficient, the lots with longer queue time limit will be

moved to zone two no matter the capacity of zone two is enough or not.
Step 3.2.2. Reallocate lots of zone two and zone three.
If the capacity for zone two or zone three is insufficient, there will have two situations

to consider. The first one is the capacity of its previous zone is surplus, then if the surplus
capacity of previous is sufficient to support the lots which are over capacity, moving the
lots with shorter queue time limit to its previous zone, otherwise, moving the lots with
longer queue time limit to its next zone.

Step 3.3. Schedule Lots

All lots in all zones will be scheduled in this step from zone one to zone four. The
scheduling procedures are as follows:

Step 3.3.1. Arrange the lots in the selected zone of WIP urgency table.
The lot in zone one of the urgency table is arranged first. Moreover, the lots in zone

one mean that these lots must be processed within one hour, and lots in zone two must
be processed within two hours, and so on. Based on the latest start time of the first lot in
the selected zone of the urgency table, the machines available before this time are listed
as candidates and the best performance is selected from the candidates according to the
combination efficiency table. Based on the matching machine, arrange the production
schedule of this lot, including the start time and completion time, and add the machine
completion time to the machine completion schedule and mark the time when the lot starts
processing on this machine. All the lots in the selected zone are arranged in this order.

Step 3.3.2. Arrange the remaining capacity of machines in the selected zone’s hour.
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If there are machines still list in the machine completion schedule after the urgent lots
in the selected zone scheduled, they should be arranged. The best matching lot will be
selected according to the combination efficiency table, and the urgency of WIP is broken.
The urgency of lot in the zone two to zone fours is cancelled. Arrange the best lot by
the order of machine completion time until all machines list in the machine completion
schedule of the selected zone hour are scheduled, and add the machine completion time to
the machine completion schedule and mark that the lot starts on this machine processing
time.

Based on the proposed algorithm, the flowchart of short-term scheduling is showed
as Figure 3.
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4. Performance Comparison with Dissimilar Model

For validating the performance of proposed model, a simplified simulation model
with a parallel cluster tool is established and to compare the performance results with FIFO
rule. Although there is only one cluster tool in the system, the behaviors of cluster tool
are established as the production tool and has been validated [4]. Besides, an arrival list
of wafer lots for 33 days is created in advance for expediting the validation process and
the lookahead function is ignored in such a situation. The configuration of parallel cluster
tool, such as dry etcher or CVD equipment, is as Figure 1 with three chambers and three
load ports. The product mix and combination table are as Tables 1 and 2. Because the
arrival list is lengthy, Table 3 only shows portion of list. The time constraints lots are set
only on the recipe TR3 and the remaining time constraints of lot is set between 2 h and
24 h randomly. Furthermore, the heavy loading situation is applied for demonstrating the
effects of the proposed model. In the heavy loading environment, the better combination
provided by proposed model can be selected and the difference from FIFO model can
be appeared. Regarding to the performance indexes, the proposed model took product
throughput, cycle time and the ratio of over time constraints into account. Tables 4–6 show
the performances of proposed model and FIFO model with taking TC (Remining Time
constraints) and without TC.

Table 1. Product mix and information of recipe.

Recipe PT (Sec) WAC1
(Sec/Lot)

WAC2
(Sec/PCS)

WAC3
(Sec/Lot)

Stable + Others
(Sec/PCS) WPH Rate

TR1 150 200 80 80 30 13.27 60%
TR2 310 200 80 80 30 8.35 30%
TR3 250 200 80 80 30 9.70 10%

Table 2. Combination table.

Priority Combination

1 TR1 + TR2 + TR3
2 TR2 + TR3 + TR3
3 TR3 + TR2 + TR2
4 TR2 + TR2 + TR2
5 TR2 + TR1 + TR1
6 TR1 + TR3 + TR3
7 TR1 + TR2 + TR2
8 TR3 + TR3 + TR3
9 TR3 + TR1 + TR1

10 TR1 + TR1 + TR1

Table 3. Arrival list.

Arrival Time Recipe TC Flag Remaining TC (min)

0.0000 R3 1 119
0.0000 R1 0 0
0.0000 R3 1 393
0.0000 R1 0 0
0.0000 R2 0 0
0.0000 R2 0 0

35:34.5800 R1 0 0
1:16:00.8173 R1 0 0
2:02:07.1239 R3 1 68
2:43:59.7596 R1 0 0
3:22:57.2514 R1 0 0
3:53:14.4643 R2 0 0
4:24:22.9500 R2 0 0
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Table 4. Performance of proposed model.

CT_Mean
(Min/Lot)

CT_Dev
(Min/Lot)

PT_Mean
(Min/Lot)

PT_Dev
(Min/Lot)

Throughput
(Lot)

Over_TC
(Lot)

R1 3144 1010 114 1 591
R2 7541 3138 181 1 220
R3 233 64 159 1 110

Total 3846 2853 136 29 921 0

Table 5. Performance of FIFO model with taking TC into account.

CT_Mean
(Min/Lot)

CT_Dev
(Min/Lot)

PT_Mean
(Min/Lot)

PT_Dev
(Min/Lot)

Throughput
(Lot)

Over_TC
(Lot)

R1 4950 1947 114 2 529
R2 5172 1941 181 1 259
R3 200 29 159 2 110 2

Total 4432 2414 139 30 898 2

Table 6. Performance of FIFO model without taking TC into account.

CT_Mean
(Min/Lot)

CT_Dev
(Min/Lot)

PT_Mean
(Min/Lot)

PT_Dev
(Min/Lot)

Throughput
(Lot)

Over_TC
(Lot)

R1 4380 1775 115 2 541
R2 4601 1755 181 1 266
R3 4266 1900 159 2 94 94

Total 4433 1784 139 30 901 94

The results reveal the proposed model is better than FIFO model from all perspectives
include throughput, recipe average cycle time of lot and the number lots of over time
constraints. The only one point can be further addressed in this proposed model is the
difference of the mean cycle time of each recipe. From the Table 6, it reveals the mean cycle
time of pure FIFO model of each recipe is closer than other models. Nonetheless, Table 5
shows the mean cycle time of FIFO model with time constraint factor of each recipe also
has significant difference. Therefore, it is reasonable that the mean cycle time of each recipe
of the proposed model has more difference than FIFO model. The average cycle time of the
proposed model is shorter than other models even though the mean cycle time of recipe is
diversified.

5. Conclusions

Cluster tools are not only numerous in the fab, but also treated as an important process
tools. They increase the difficulties in the shop floor management and control because of
thier complex structure. A short-term scheduling model for cluster tools to arrange a better
schedule under the goals and constraints is proposed at the heart of this study. Generally,
quality and speed of the scheduling are the necessary characteristics for an on-site short-
term scheduling model. In the scheduling model, the main goal is to maximize the output
of all the WIP under the principle of not exceeding the queue time limit. For verifying
the necessaries and goals of short-term scheduling, two modules are developed—arrival
time estimation and short-term scheduling. The concept of the dynamic cycle time of
the product’s step is applied to estimate the arrival time of the WIP in front of machine.
Moreover, an algorithm to calculate the latest time of the WIP to process on the machine is
developed as well to avoid to violating the time constraint of the WIP. Based on the latest
process time of the WIP and the combination efficiency table, the production schedule of the
cluster tools can be arranged to fulfill the production goal properly. Finally, the short-term
scheduling model can provide easily and well controlled cluster tools for the shop floor
management and control. The results strongly support the viability of the proposed model
from various perspectives.
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Regarding further works, in order to reduce the impact by uncertainty and/or inaccu-
racy, the fuzzy preprocessing techniques of the data can be applied [28–31].
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